YOUTH GRAND PRIX
International Semi-Final Tour Guide
Riccione, Italy: 15th – 18th December 2022

Dear friends,
We are delighted to welcome you to the 2023 Youth Grand Prix competition season! With this
new season comes a new reality that the entire artistic community is adapting to, including
YGP. The health and safety of our attendees remains our top priority and YGP will continue to
follow all guidelines issued by the Italian government, state and local governments of both cities
and theaters.
TIMELINE
Please note that the published timeline IS NOT FINAL and is only meant to give you an idea of
how each specific semi-final will be structured. For example, the semi-final usually begins with
the performance of the Pre-Competitive category, followed by Junior, Senior and Ensemble,
although this order may differ at each venue. Depending on the availability and capacity of the
theater, we may be able to welcome attendees from the waiting list by changing the timeline
and adding an additional day to the contest. In this case, the timeline will indicate that additional
dates are pending. If you don't see any "pending" dates in the timeline below, it means the
venue has no additional time available and will only host a certain number of attendees.
The breakdown will be clarified in the final chronology and detailed program. The first draft of
the updated timeline with a detailed schedule will be released after the registration deadline,
approximately 5-6 weeks before each semi-final. The final timeline will be posted 7-10 days
prior to the event.
LOCATION
Here you will find details of all the semifinal event facilities. The number of seats in the theater
can generally be used as a good indicator of the size of the event: the smaller the auditorium
size, the more limited the capacity of the event and vice versa. Semi-finals that take place later
in the season usually get busier. In all cases, we recommend that you register in advance to
ensure participation in your favorite venue.
We look forward to meeting you during the YGP 2023 season. For any questions please do not
hesitate to contact our regional office at info@yagp-italia.it
We wish you the best,
The YGP team

YGP 2023 season - Riccione, Italy (December 2022)
Important Information
Location information: All competition events will be held in Riccione “The Green Pearl of the
Adriatic” - a charming Italian town famous for fashion and trends. The competition will take
place at the PalaRiccione, a high-level venue fully integrated into the tourist and economic
fabric of the city. Its strengths have always been its high level of professionalism and the
renowned quality of its facilities and services.
The excellent services are qualities that have always made the difference as regards the
accommodation facilities in Riccione, which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

387 Hotels
35 Hotels 4-5 stars
1764 rooms 4-5 stars
6805 rooms 3 stars
800 rooms 4-5 stars walking distance from PalaRiccione
1500 rooms 1-2 stars walking distance from PalaRiccione

The PalaRiccione is located in the historic center of Riccione adjacent to the most important
street for shopping and fashion: Viale Ceccarini, it will not be necessary to take transport from
the theater to the hotels. In Riccione, fashion lovers can satisfy the desires of their heart as they
walk around the city (everyone has heard of Viale Ceccarini, after all) thanks to the boutiques
that offer the most famous brands and the original proposals of young designers who represent
Made in Riccione. Here you can find a circuit called the Unconventional Store, which offers
exclusive and original trends that start here before traveling the world.
The dance studios are located in a beautiful and elegant Ballet Academy (Antonella Bartolacci)
about 10 minutes from the PalaRiccione.
The train station is within walking distance of the congress center and the theater, and the
nearest airports are Ancona, Rimini or Bologna. Riccione is very close to the city of Rimini,
reachable in just 15 minutes by car or bus and in just 5 minutes by train or in the new
Metromare a brand new metro that connects Rimini to Riccione. Just 15 minutes by bus from
Riccione you can also visit the beautiful Gradara Castle.
Theatre: PalaRiccione
Address: Via Virgilio, 17, 47838 Riccione RN, Italy
Stage sizes: 12 x 14 the stage is FLAT
Seats: 1400 seats

Nearby restaurants: several options within walking distance (as a special promotion, there will
be a special discount for YAGP attendees at all restaurants)
Parking: large parking lot under the theater
Website: www.palariccione.com

Studios for Master Classes: Accademia Bartolacci
Address: Viale Carpi, 18, 47838 Riccione RN, Italia
Distance from the theatre: 15 minutes walking distance

STUDIO 1

STUDIO 2

STUDIO 3

STUDIO 4

Hotels:
There are several hotel options to choose from, all within walking distance of the studios.
For hotel rates and for assistance with booking, please contact
Daniela Viaggi
daniela@danielaviaggi.it - whatsapp: +393351248561

YAGP 2023 Season - Riccione, Italy
Preliminary Timeline
Thursday, December 15th, 2022:
Pending Competition
PalaRiccione
11 AM - 10 PM

Friday, December 16th, 2022:
Competition
PalaRiccione
10 AM - 10 PM

Master Classes
Throughout the Day in multiple locations

Saturday, December 17th, 2022:
Competition
PalaRiccione
10 AM - 10 PM

Master Classes
Throughout the Day in multiple locations

Sunday, December 18th, 2022:
Competition & Final Round
PalaRiccione
10 AM - 6:30 PM

Master Classes
Throughout the Day in multiple locations
●
●
●
●

Registration begins 1.5 hours before your Competition Time.
Please note this schedule is Tentative and Subject to Change
The first draft of the Timeline will be posted 5 - 6 weeks before the Event
The final Timeline will be posted 10-14 days before the Event.

